Beaner – Miles Then McCoy (Agaric remix) – Stuga Musik 03 – SLELECTED DJ FEEDBACK
Clive Henry (DC10) - Agaric remix is killer!!
Jeremy P Caulfield (Dumb Unit) – oooh!! all good but Agaric's mix is hot hot like a dog in heat
... super , super ... like it all ...!
Seth Troxler - Agaric mix is killer! and the EP as a whole is great
Konrad Black (Wagon Repair/Minus) - Nice one Beaner! Remix is bomb too
Richard Seeley (Rekids) - Seriously twisted and clever music from Beaner. I'm a massive fan of
his work one of the best producers out there that isn't afraid to go off the very saturated main
trend. Miles Then McCoy is just a sonic riot, I love it, afterparty or early morning
soundtrackedness. The Agaric mix is sweet too.... Taradise has lovely atmospherics and dig the
druggy bassline. What a package behind this 100%
Raresh (Arpair) - i dig the original!
Kris Wadsworth (Poker Flat / NRK) - Patrik Skoog rocks. I got into his stuff many years ago and
i seemingly will always love it - the originals are cool
Xpansul - Very cool release. Agaric's remix is huge!
Kiki . (B-Pitch) great remix by the ever reliable Agaric!
Milton Jackson (Frerange) Agaric remix is cool, almost Photek ni-ten-ichi-ryu esque
Dave Congreve (Repeat Repeat) - Really like the Agaric mix!
Kenny Larkin (Detroit) Agaric remix is very nice. Love the drum programming!
Peter Kruder (Kruder & Dorfmeister / K7 )The Agaric Mix is very interesting -Will try this –
thanks!
Brothers Vibe - Yeah man, DEF into it - Tks!
Nitin - of the originals Taridise is my pick. Agaric mix is really cool as well but a little too hard for
me.
Clara Moto - (Infine) great release! love the Agaric remix!
Joachim Spieth (Kompakt) wow! Agaric rmx! really outstanding. more risk, more fun!
Glimpse (Crosstown Rebels) Agaric mix is really nice.Also loved his album. Thanks will
definitely play
Laurent Garnier (F Communications) Agaric Remix is awesome!

Lee Jones (My My / Playhouse) great agaric remix!
Jay Tripwire (Poker Flat) Taradise is a good one for early mornings and the Agaric remix is
something for the bigger rooms.
Deetron – Amazing Agaric remix – Love it!
Paco Osuna (Plus 8) Agaric remix for me!
Philip Sherburne (Pitchfork/RA) good stuff all around. deep!

